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MMNO + POLIDO
Decadent Resistance
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MMNO and Polido created “Decadent
Resistance” after an invitation from Fungo.
The album was composed, produced and
mastered by both between Lisbon and
Berlin and it travels through dark and dense
landscapes. Artwork by Carla Filipe, she
created 100 unique covers from a typewriter
and its digits.
Tracklist
Lado A (20:16)
1. AAA
2. Admonition
3. Lower deck
Lado B (13:06)
1. Post-Previous
2. Precedent

Produced, mixed and mastered
by Daniel Neves and João Polido
Artwork: Carla Filipe

MMNO
A new sound identity of Daniel Neves that presents itself
as an evolution / variation / derivation of the sonority
of his initial project MMMOOONNNOOO with which he
participated in Red Bull Music Academy Tokyo. He is also
part of the trio CRUA and has the MQNQ project, with
Joaquim Albergaria, PAUS drummer.

Polido
From the release of his first album “Plethora” to the
latest “Find Meaning When You Lack Autonomy”, Polido
has been exploring poor sounds through cut-up and
raw sampling. While his latest work shows an interest in
aspects of functional music, this album and some of his
next work will mark his departure for new places.

Carla Filipe
This plastic artist began her career in 2001 and since
then she has presented her work in several cities around
the world. From 2014 to 2015 she was into the electronic
music scene of Porto, designing posters and also
programming the club Passos Manuel in the connection
of arts and music. Her recent work has enlisted the
collaboration of musicians such as Polido, Gam presents
GOM / GOM GOM and Challenger, Frieze London
Focus, Uk (2016).

Format: Cassette, limited to 100 copies [each copy
has a different artwork], contains free download code
and an A3 poster printed in risography.

Fungo
Fungo is an artist collective based in Lisbon, who puts
together people from different areas [graphic design,
cultural management, video art, theatre, cinema]. Its
work is centered on the development and promotion of
artistic projects from different art forms, from performing
arts to music and media.

The releases may have variable formats, with no regular
basis, but will focus on cassettes and digital. For each
edition, a plastic artist will work and draw inspired on
the music; the final result will be divided in different parts
making each cassette a unique object with its own
artwork.

On 2014, Fungo became also a record label. Fungo
Label will not be tied to any genre, there will be no
aesthetic limits or restrictions of any kind. The collective
intends to release projects that embody Fungo
language and its own vision of music, whether it is
experimental, rock, jazz, techno, or other.

https://fungo.pt
https://fungolabel.bandcamp.com
https://soundcloud.com/fungo-label
https://facebook.com/fungoproject

